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A Range of Yachts for Every Taste 

Asiatique Yachting has a fleet of yachts to suit all our discerning clients’ 

preferences, whether you want super luxury pampering or prefer adventuring in 

style.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Cruising in style and comfort 

Don’t settle for less – cruise in air-conditioned comfort on a private superyacht.  

Anchor at secluded beaches not otherwise accessible and enjoy the privacy and 

tranquility.  Paddle board or jet ski 

directly from the yacht without 

having to worry about danger from 

other people.  We can even arrange 

for a diving instructor to provide 

personal dive instruction and 

certification all without leaving the 

comfort of your yacht!!  For the really 

adventurous, we can organise 

overnight jungle hikes up the 1,000m 

high peaks for spectacular views. 

Write us at 

enquiry@asiatiqueyachting.com to 

book your special weekend getaway! 
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Asiatique Yachting is a Singapore company focused on sharing the less known 

natural beauty of the surrounding islands of the Riau Archipelago.  We have flexible 

itineraries to suit every client’s preference.   
 

Avoid the crowds and masses at destinations that involve long queues or long 

waits.  See the world as the rich and famous do on your own private yacht and be 

pampered with personalised service!  Experience the next exotic locale before it is 

spoilt by thousands of tourists.  

 

Come explore the Riau Islands 
with Asiatique Yachting!! 
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   Try our Long Weekend Getaway to Lingga!! 

Friday 

Check-in at noon and come on board.  When everyone is comfortable, we set sail 

and clear Singapore Immigration at Sisters’ Islands that is now a designated 

protected dive trail.  We cruise to Nongsa Marina to clear Indonesian Immigration 

after which we cruise to watch the sun set over the wonderful Singapore city skyline 

over drinks and a light dinner.  Whilst everyone (except our crew) is asleep, we 

cruise overnight to our first stop at a quiet anchorage. 

Saturday 

Time for some fun!!  We roll out the jet ski, kayaks and paddle boards and get 

everyone in the water to practice for the next event – a race to the Equator!!  Not 

many mariners have a chance to boast about crossing the Equator and you’ll be able 

to claim you’ve done it on your own craft!! 

Plenty of pictures later, we take you to another point that marks the Equator, this 

time on land for the less energetic! 

 

 

Afternoon is reserved for a tour of Lingga where we will take you to see the ruins of 

the old Riau Sultanate Istana or palace, the Royal tombs, a local museum explaining 

local history and culture and we end the day at majestic tumbling waterfalls, a great 

way to cool off.  Dinner and drinks back on the boat and a quiet evening to unwind. 

Sunday 

We move to a secluded beach for a relaxed day of sunbathing, paddling, swimming 

or whatever else takes your fancy.  Dinner at a local village to watch a beautiful 

sunset over fishing kelongs.   As we wave goodbye to the locals, our yacht takes us 

overnight back to Nongsa to leave Indonesia and check back in to Singapore on 

Monday morning. 

Book your unique luxury weekend retreat!  Contact us at 

enquiry@asiatiqueyachting.com now! 
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